Abstract. We give a Pontryagin-Thom type construction for −1 -codimensional fold maps. We obtain results about cobordism and bordism groups of fold maps of oriented (n + 1) -dimensional manifolds into n -dimensional manifolds in an analogous way to the Pontryagin-Thom type construction for positive codimensional singular maps.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to show many results about (co)bordisms of negative codimensional fold maps with prescribed singular fibers by giving a Pontryagin-Thom type construction in an analogous way to the case of positive codimensional singular maps and by finding analogous theorems and arguments to [8, 11, 12, 14, 15] .
Some results and ideas in this paper already appeared in the author's master's degree thesis [6] and his earlier works [4] . The purpose of these works was to develop a PontryaginThom type construction for −1-codimensional fold maps (if we have a map f : M m → P p of an m-dimensional manifold into a p-dimensional manifold, then the codimension of the map f is the integer p − m) with prescribed singular fibers in order to obtain results about cobordisms of negative codimensional fold maps with prescribed singular fibers, in a way analogous to the positive codimensional case [11, 8] which was an important scheme for developing the negative codimensional Pontryagin-Thom type construction.
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(1) there is a universal −1 codimensional fold map ξ : U → Γ such that for every fold map f : Q n+1 → N n there exists a commutative diagram
(2) for every positive integer n and n-dimensional manifold N n the set of cobordism classes of fold maps of (n+1)-dimensional manifolds into N n is naturally identified with the set of homotopy classes [Ṅ n , Γ], (3) the rank of the homology groups H n (Γ; Z) is equal to the rank of the nth homology group of the universal complex of Saeki (see [9] ) for weakly coorientable (see Definition 3.2) singular fibers. If p is an odd prime and p > n, then the homology group H n (Γ; Z) does not have any p-torsion, (4) if p is an odd prime and p > n, then the cobordism group of fold maps of (n + 1)-dimensional manifolds into R n does not have any p-torsion, (5) the rational bordism group of fold maps of (n + 1)-dimensional manifolds into closed oriented n-dimensional manifolds is isomorphic to p+q=n H p (Γ; Q) ⊗ Ω q , where Ω q denotes the oriented cobordism group of closed q -dimensional manifolds.
The author would like to thank Prof. A. Szűcs for the lectures and discussions.
2. Preliminaries 2.1. Fold maps. Let Q q and N n be smooth manifolds of dimensions q and n respectively (q ≥ n). Let p ∈ Q q be a singular point of a smooth map f : Q q → N n . The smooth map f has a fold singularity at the singular point p, if we can write f in some local coordinates at p and f (p) in the form
A smooth map f : Q q → N n is called a fold map, if f has only fold singularities.
A smooth map f : Q q → N n at the fold singularity p ∈ Q q has a definite fold singularity if we can write f in some local coordinates at p and f (p) in the form
otherwise f has an indefinite fold singularity at the fold singularity p ∈ Q q . Let S 1 (f ) denote the set of indefinite fold singularities of f in Q q and S 0 (f ) denote the set of definite fold singularities of f in Q q . Let S f denote the set S 0 (f ) ∪ S 1 (f ). Usually without mentioning we suppose that the source manifold Q is oriented.
For fixed integers q and n, q ≥ n ≥ 0, for a fixed n-dimensional manifold N n let F OLD(q, N n ) denote the set of the fold maps f : Q q → N n , where Q q runs over the set of all closed oriented q -dimensional manifolds. Let f : Q q → N n be a fold map. Then the integer n − q is called the codimension of the map f .
If f ∈ F OLD(q, N n ) is in general position then the map f restricted to the singular sets S i (i = 0, 1) is a general positional immersion into the target manifold N n . Without mentioning we suppose that a map f in F OLD(q, N n ) is in general position.
In this paper we deal with −1 codimensional fold maps of oriented manifolds, i.e., maps in F OLD(n + 1, N n ) where N n is an n-dimensional manifold.
2.2.
Fiber-singularities of −1 codimensional fold maps. In [6] we defined the notion of fiber-singularity. Basically it is the same than the notion of singular fiber [9, Chapter 1].
However, it is more comfortable to do Pontryagin-Thom type construction with fibersingularities than with singular fibers. 
. We call the map σ F : s F → J κ(F) a representative of the fiber-singularity of the singular fiber F. We call the right-left equivalence class of a representative of the fiber-singularity of the singular fiber F the fiber-singularity of the singular fiber F. Usually we do not make difference between an equivalence class and a representative of the equivalence class. If the singular fiber F is not connected, then we say that σ F is a multifiber-singularity. For a regular fiber F (which has only circle components) let σ F : ∐ S 1 → * denote the map of the disjoint union of all the circle components into a point, and let κ(F) be 0.
As a convention, in this paper we do not make difference between a singular fiber and its suspension although they are not right-left equivalent.
• σ F and g 1 and g 2 both preserve or both reverse the orientation, then we say that the pair (g 1 , g 2 ) is an automorphism of the fiber-singularity σ F . Let AUT O (σ F ) denote the automorphism group of σ F .
If we have a bundle with a fiber-singularity σ F as fiber in the sense of [6] , then the structure group of this bundle can be reduced to a group ISO O (σ F ) (see [6] ). If the singular fiber F does not have circle components and definite singularities, then this group
is finite (see [6] ). If the singular fiber is a definite singular fiber, then the group
is the Lie group SO(2). The structure group of a circle component is also can be reduced to the Lie group SO(2).
2.3.
Bordisms and cobordisms of fold maps with prescribed singular fibers. We introduce some notion which are analogues of "τ -maps" of the positive codimensional case [8] and we give a sophisticated definition of (co)bordisms of negative codimensional fold maps.
Definition 2.3. Let σ F be a fiber-singularity and let G be a subgroup of ISO O (σ F ). We call the pair (σ F , G) a global fiber-singularity.
Definition 2.4. For a fold map f let τ f be the set of the global fiber-singularities (σ F , G F )
where each σ F is a fiber-singularity of f and the corresponding G F is the structure group of the bundle of this fiber-singularity. We call the set τ f the global fiber-singularity set of f .
Definition 2.5. Let τ 0 and τ 1 be two sets of global fiber-singularities. τ 0 ≺ τ 1 if and
Definition 2.6. Let τ be a set of global fiber-singularities. Let f be an element of F OLD(n + 1, N n ). We say that f is a τ -map if the global fiber-singularity set τ f ≺ τ . 
We call the map F an oriented τ ′ -cobordism between f 0 and f 1 .
This clearly defines an equivalence relation on the set F OLD(n + 1, N n ).
For two global fiber-singularity sets τ and τ ′ let us denote the cobordism classes of
denote by Cob N,τ (q, n − q). This group operation is clearly commutative, so we have an abelian group, which we denote by Cob τ,τ ′ (q, n − q). Let us denote the set of all global fiber-singularities with maximal structure groups by "f ". So Cob f (n, n − q) denotes the cobordism group of fold maps from q -dimensional (oriented) manifolds into R n .
Remark 2.9. There was a result of Ikegami and Saeki [3] For k ≥ 0 there are many results concerning the cobordism groups Cob τ (q, k), where τ is a set of fiber-singularity types, the elements of the group Cob τ (q, k) are cobordism classes of smooth maps of q -dimensional manifolds into R q+k with only singularities in τ , and a cobordism between two such maps has only singularities in τ . See for example [7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 14] . Definition 2.10. (Bordism) Let N n i (i = 0, 1) be two closed oriented n-dimensional manifolds. Let τ and τ ′ be two sets of global fiber-singularities. Two τ -maps f i in
We call the map F an oriented τ ′ -bordism between f 0 and f 1 .
This clearly defines an equivalence relation on the set N n F OLD(n + 1, N n ) where N n runs over the set of all closed oriented n-dimensional manifolds.
For two global fiber-singularity sets τ and τ ′ let us denote the bordism classes of τ -maps under τ ′ -bordisms by Bor τ,τ ′ (q, n − q). For τ = τ ′ let us Bor τ,τ (q, n − q) denote by Bor τ (q, n − q). 
It is easy to show that the bordism class of the τ -map f 0 ∐ f 1 does not depend on the choice of the representatives f 0 and f 1 .
This group operation is clearly commutative, so we have an abelian group, which we denote by Bor τ,τ ′ (q, n − q).
Main theorems
The following theorem is the negative codimensional analogue of [8] .
Theorem 3.1. There is a Pontryagin-Thom type construction for −1 codimensional fold maps with prescribed singular fibers, i.e.,
(1) for every set τ there is a universal fold map ξ τ,−1 : U τ,−1 → Γ τ,−1 such that for every −1 codimensional τ -map f : Q n+1 → N n there exists a commutative
(2) for every positive integer n and n-dimensional manifold N n the set Cob N n ,τ (n + 1, −1) is naturally identified with the set of homotopy classes [N n , Γ τ,−1 ] (and the cobordism group Cob τ (n + 1, −1) is isomorphic to the homotopy group π n (Γ τ,−1 )).
be a fiber-singularity. We say that the fibersingularity σ F is weakly coorientable if for every automorphism (g 1 , g 2 ) of σ F the diffeomorphisms g 1 and g 2 both preserve the orientation or if g 2 reverses the orientation, then g 1 preserves the orientation. (See similar notions for example in [10] ).
The following theorem can be obtained by using an analogue of the spectral sequence argument for example in [15] and using results about symmetries of singular fibers obtained in [6] .
Theorem 3.3. The rank of the homology group H n (Γ τ,−1 ; Z) is equal to the rank of the nth homology group of the universal complex (see [9] ) for weakly coorientable singular fibers in τ . If p is an odd prime and p > n, then the homology group H n (Γ τ,−1 ; Z) does not have any p-torsion. does not have any p-torsion.
Corollary 3.5. The rational bordism group Bor τ (n + 1, −1) ⊗ Q is isomorphic to
The classifying space for τ -maps
Given a group G let EG → BG denote the universal G-budle. For a global fiber-
where we can write the total space ξ G F in an other form
Let us define the boundary ∂ξ G F of the total space ξ G F as the subset
F . This is a fold map, the fiber-singularities of which have codimension less than κ(F). For a singular fiber F which has only r (1 ≤ r) circle components (and has no definite or indefinite singularities) the bundle ξ
F is defined to be the bundle
where the group G is a compact subgroup of the autodiffeomorphism group of r circles.
We can define a partial ordering on the set of global fiber-singularities. 
has a fiber-singularity of type σ F 0 and the structure group of the fiber-singularity σ F 0 in ∂ξ
is a subgroup of the structure group G 0 .
Note that for any group
only if the boundary ∂σ F 1 of the fiber-singularity σ F 1 has a fiber-singularity of type σ F 0 .
Definition 4.2. We say that a global fiber-singularity set τ closed if for any global fibersingularity (σ F , G) in τ and for every fiber-singularity of type σ ′ F of the map ∂ξ
Note that for a map f ∈ F OLD(n + 1, N n ) the global fiber-singularity set τ f is closed.
Conversely, for a global fiber-singularity set τ which is closed we can construct by induction a map ξ τ which is a τ -map in the sense that τ ξτ is equal to τ as follows.
The following construction of the map ξ τ is very similar to the constructions of the classifying spaces of Szűcs [12, 14] and the universal map of Rimányi and Szűcs [8] . We suggest to the reader to study and understand the construction in [8] before reading the following definition. In our case the transversality and the uniqueness up to homotopy are included without mentioning.
Definition 4.3. Let τ be a closed global fiber-singularity set. We construct the map ξ τ inductively. Let ξ 0 τ denote the disjoint union ∐ σ F EG × G σ F where (σ F , G) runs over the global fiber-singularities in τ whith κ(F) = 0, i.e., the map σ F is a map ∐ r(F) i=1 S 1 → * . Suppose that we have constructed the map ξ k τ , (k ≥ 0). Then for every global fibersingularity (σ F , G) in τ with κ(F) = k + 1, the map ∂ξ Proof. The homopoty groups of Γ τ provide us the corresponding cobordism groups according to the (generalized) Pontrjagin-Thom construction as follows.
Let f be a τ -map in F OLD(q + 1, R q ). Then we obtain a map S : S q → Γ τ as follows. We note that the source of the total space of a σ F : s F → J κ(F) -bundle is a total space of an s F -bundle. Let U F(f ) denote the tubular neighbourhood of the f -image of the fiber-singularities of type σ F in R q . By a map S F : U F(f ) → Γ G F we induce the σ Fbundle of f from the block Γ G F of Γ τ for every global fiber-singularity (σ F , G ′ ) in τ f , such that the regular neighbourhood U F(f ) is induced from the target of ξ G F and the preimage f −1 (U F(f ) ) is induced from the source of ξ G F . Then we glue these maps S F : U F(f ) → Γ τ to a map S : S q → Γ τ by the generalized Pontrjagin-Thom construction.
Conversely, let S : S q → Γ τ be an element of π q (Γ τ ). Then we can construct a fold map of a closed (q + 1)-dimensional manifold into R q from the total spaces of the σ F -bundles S * (ξ G F ) → S −1 (zero section of Γ G F ). This can be applied for homotopies and cobordisms as well.
